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Abstract 

General expressions for single and pair production cross sections of 
excited leptons (e*.p.*.v*) are presented. Specific results are 
shown for a realistic SU(2) x U(l) invariant model. Pair production 
in e+e- annihilation can measure anomalous magnetic moments of ex
cited leptons. Single production of e* is dominated by tile t-c:1an;rel Y 
exchange contribution which makes its detection feasible up to masses 
just below the e+e- c.m. energy. Due to this small ltl enhancement 
effect, contributions from elastic and resonance scattering in ep 
production of e* are substantial. Realistic estimates of the ex-
cited lepton production cross section at HERA are given. 
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I. Introduction 

Composite models of quarks and leptons have attracted physicists for quite 
some time [1], because they have the potentiality of explaining the family pro
blem and making the fermion masses and weak ~ixing angles calculable parameters. 
One clear signal for a composite structure of fermions would be the production 
of excited ieptons or quarks, either pairwise, due to their normal gauge coupl
ings, or singly, due to radiative transitions between nonnal and excited fer
:nions. Searches for either mode have been perfonned in the past at PETRA (2], 
with negative results. This may have been expected since excited fermions should 
not be much lighter than the scale of compositeness, which according to present 
experimental constraints cannot be ,nuch lower than 1 TeV [31. With the availabi
lity of nigher center of mass energies in e+e- and ep collisions in the near fu
ture, the prospects for finding ti~e lowest excited states of the spectrum become 
much better, if they excist at all. This has motivated us to reanalyze excited 
lepton production at LEP and HERA. 

The highest excited lepton masses are accessible in single production 
searches. Excited electron (e*) searches performed as a byproduct of analyzing 
radiative Bhabha scattering [2] are insensitive to e• production at small scat
tering angles. The total production cross section, however, is ccmpletely domi
nated by very small angle scattering due tot-channel photon exchange. By iden
tifying the eYdecay products of e* only, both of which typically have large 
transverse mcxnentum of around me.*/2 about the beam axis, use can be made of this 
large cross section. We find that e+e- machines are in fact sensitive to e*'mas
ses very close to the center of mass energy. 

Similar results hold for ep collisions where a major part of the cross sec
tion is due to elastic and resonance scattering off the proton, while deep in
elastic scattering gives a minor contribution to the full cross section at HERA 
energies. 

The paper is organized as follows: in section II we introduce the model 
and define the couplings to be used later. In section III we give complete diffe
rential cross sections for single and pair production of excited leptons in e~e
collisions. For a number of representative cases we show total cross sections and 
demonstrate the effect of anomalous magnetic moments on pair production at both 
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LEPI and LEPII energies. In section IV we study the single prociuction of e~and 

u:at ep coliders. A general frame'.>IOrk of exploiting low energy leptonproduction 

structure functions to evaluate the cross section is presented and sane repre

sentative cross sections are shml/n. The last section is reserveC: to scxne con

cluding re'llarks. 

II. Couplings and ~iodels 

We study the production of excited spin 1/2 fermions F assuming magnetic 

transitions to ordinary fermions f, which we describe by an effective Lagrangian 

of the form 

(2.1) t..•ff = L. ~ F rrrv (C.VFf- .IV"fr.lf ~v. 
v .. r.z .. wt 

+ h.c. 

\1e use the compositeness scale A instead of the excited fennion mass mli for 

setting the scale of f..eff: we see no reason why the magnetic tl~ansition couplings 

should be particularly large for small mp. Although the compositeness scale 

should not be much smaller than 1 TeV [3], it could well be that the lowest mass 

of the excited ferrnion spectrum is some1>1hat lov.ter than A. This is the possibili

ty which can be tested at lEP and HERA. 

There are several experimental bounds on the couplings c and d, the most 

stringent ones being derived from g-2 measurements and the absence of electric 

dipole moments for the electron and muon Ul. To a high degree of accuracy g-2 

measurements imply lcrPtl = ldrP~I while the -3:bsence of electric dipole moments 

requires crPf and drH to be relatively real if/\ is of the order of 1 TeV. 

These constraints are a natural consequence of models which preserve SU(Z) 

x U(l) invariance: since FL and FRmust have the same SU(2) x U(l) quantum num

bers (if a mass tenn is assumed prior to SU(2) x U(l) breaking, which can in 

fact be taken as the definition of an "excited" fermion in composite models with 

chiral protection) only one of them can couple to light fermions. 

For the purpose of presenting results we choose a specific model [5] which 

greatly reduces the number of independent couplings. Ue assume that the excited 

electron and neutrino form a weak doublet 
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* 
( 1.1) L = ( :~) 

which couples to the electron doublet 

(1.3) ! = ( lie) 
L e L 

= I~ Ys (~e) 

by the interaction Lagrangian 

t -i> --J> I I 

(Z4J'L=-1 '[ -s""..l.p aw + ..U. Lrs~"YJ. a B + \,.C., 
. A 2. L7'" 1\ L7'Y 

Here g and g' are the standard model SU(Z) and U(1) coupling constants respec

tively, '=t denotes the Pauli matrices and Y = - 1/2 is the hypercharge. In this 

model the coupling constants in (2.1) all satisfy cV'flf = dV!if and more specifi

cally we have 

c reite = -.!.. ( f • f') .. ' 
c =.!.. (f-~') 

rv•v 4 ' 

(2.5) I '' c..!e*e = -4 (.;cotew-r t...,&w) .J czv•v = i dcot.9.,+ ~'t...ew l ' 

~ 
cw""y*e = c w-e~v :::: 25 si'l'l.e"" 

In the next section we compare single production with pair production of 

excited leptons. For the couplings of the gauge bosons to excited leptons we use 

the SU(2) x U(1) invariant lagrangian 

_-+ -+ --7' - I 

(1.6) 'I-=~ Ll[t_..Wr+ 
2
: rrr"'!,.W.]L + 3'LY[l"rll,..+ 2~ O"'"aMll,.)L 

Z. L L.. / 

K and K' are the SU(2) and U(l) anomalous magnetic moments of the excited lep

tons respectively, which could in general be large. In analogy to the lagrangian 

(2.1) we obtain from Equ. (2 6) 

(1.7J:L.rr= I: e F[(Av•+.llv.r,Jr.I'Vr+~rs"'"a.V.)F 
V• r_:~ • un~ / 
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with Bvp= 0, since left and right components of the excited leptons are assumed 
to have the same SU(2) x U(l) quantum numbers, and 

A • = -I .. , 
(1.8a) 

Arv* = 0 , 

'(( re* =-f <K+k'l 
(1.8b) 

Y'(' •=...l(w-tt'> rv z. > 

2. si"h.2 9w - t 
Aze.* = 

2 sin9w c.os 9w ' 

A"-"*= 
2sin9wc..cs9w , 

K'ze'* = ~ (W't-Q."'&w- wwtBw> 

k'zv*= t ( K' t.."'Bw+ I{ Mt 9w > 
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In order to specify the gauge couplings of normal leptons (f and f' ), we 
use the following notation for the standard electroweak Lagrangian 

(2.9) ;LSM = L. e f';rf'(o.Vl'l-bv~<~rsH v,... 
v=r,z.~w* 

When presenting numerical results we always use the specific couplings of 
the model Lagrangians (2.4) and (2.6) and the standard model couplings for nor
mal leptons. For all formulas, however, we use the more general notation intro
duced in (2.1), (2.7) and (2.9). 

III. e+e- Collisions 

Using the effective Lagrangians of the last section we now calculate the 
production cross section for excited leptons to lowest order in rJ."' e2 /47[.. 
Single production, i. e. the process ee ~~FT {F denotes the excited lepton and 
f is an ordinary light lepton) proceeds via the Feynman diagrams of Fig. 1 and 
the differential cross section reads [Fl] 

~""<eO:~Ffl= l._ot• I! {s(r"'~"-"'~l+2tv.]A 1 +m~<t-v.>A2):P <sJJl ,<sf c:tt s2Aa ~v· v v 
13.1) + stu. IR.. [<A; +A;>l>v C.Sll>v,<ti*] 

+ t{L'lll:<t-111~)+lsu.lA,+'lll:<s-v.lA.)J>y<t>llv,tti" + Llvv•} 
Here s, t and u denote the usual Mandelstam variables, mFt is the mass of the ex-
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cited lepton, and the sum over gauge bosons runs over r. Z, and \~.The gauge bo
son propagator factor is 

- 1 
(3.2) l>v (1') = [ 1'- -m: + ; ""v T'y et1')] 

(9 being the step function) and the coefficients A; can be expressed in terms of 
the coupling constants defined in the previous section as 

A, = (a. vee o.;e.e-+ bvu. b:,ee.) < CYllf 'v~PF + clvM cl;."~) , 

A2 = tO.Vt• b;.•• + bVt• o..:'e•) t CVPl d;~~+ clV~I c~'•l) ' 
:t. * * .. + 13-3) II,= <~vee. 1 bv.._><CHI±dv~rlt~V'el±l'v•ef)tCv,Fe±dv·~·' 7 

* b... .. ' d* A.,.= CO.Ve.fo..V'tf + bv•f v'e~) ( CVFI'e.CV'Fie + aVfi'e. V'Fie.) 

As= <<>vtf b:.e~ + bv•l o.: • ., l C C.v~e a;F• + dvlle c:,~._ l 

In Equ. ( 3.1) terms proportional to light fermion masses have been neglect
ed. This is a very good approximation except for eif" production via t-channel 
photon exchange, where a term proportional to m!/t1 should be added. This is 
achieved by setting 

(3.4) Ll - , 2 "'~ t 1 c , I ' • ) Yr - - ""e.--,- 'te*e I + a re"*e. l t 

while for all other cases Llw•can safely be neglected. This additional term 
gives a finite contribution to the total cross section in the me---) 0 limit since 
t 1ni n. is a 1 so proporti ona 1 to m~: 

(3 .5) 
• l 'lrlp 

itl..,;..,_ = 'ln._ S(S-01~) [ I+ 
• 

0( :::. )1 
• 

This low value of t .,..,in. implies that thee* production cross section, being a 
linear combination of 1/t and m:;t1 , is extremely peaked in the forward direc
tion. Most likely the accomp~nying e+ will therefore be lost in the beam pipe, 
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the signal fore* production being its e-( decay products. 

The angular distribution of this electron photon pair is fairly flat. In 

the e~ rest frame with 8 being the angle between incoming and outgoing electron 

we find at t ~a 

(3.6) 
JT' l c.cl~ + c."*cl ) 2 

+ tos9 
, ... ,~ + t~fl .,1 e.os 8 

For c = ±d, as implied by our model Lagrangian, this gives a l+cos8 dependence. 

Ford = 0, as often used in the literature [2,6], the angular distribution is 

flat. In either case, the transverse momentum of the final electron and photon 

with respect to the beam axis should exhibit a Jacobian peak at me*/2. The 

l+cos9 angular distribution predicted by models with chiral protection makes the 

final electron prefer the initial electron momentum direction; this is opposite 

to the angular distribution arising from the QED Compton process. 

The F production cross section is obtained by exchanging t and u in Equ. 

(3.1) when CP is conserved. In the following we show the F production cross sec

tion only. For single production the total cross section for both F and F is 

just double the rate presented in the figures. 

The size of the t-channel enhancement can best be appreciated by comparing 

total cross sections fore* and_r* production. In Fig. 2 we show total cross 

sections for JS = 200 GeV, corresponding to the proposed energy of LEPII, for 

a range of excited lepton masses I.F2]. For the couplings we choose f/1\= f'/1\ 

= (1 TeV)-1 in this and all further plots [F3]. e* production is larger than~~ 
production by two orders of magnitude! And most importantly the e~ cross sec

tion r2r.:C!ins large for me* very close to the center of mass energy, even up to 

199 GeV. The t-channel enhancement is also important for v~production via W 

exchange as can be seen by comparing the v:and v;curves in Fig. 2. 

Shown in Fig. 3 are the excited 1 epton production cross sections in e + e

annihilation at JS = 93 GeV (~ m~. Even on top of the Z-peak, t-channel pho

ton exchange gives a nonnegligible contribution to e~production, especially for 

the high mass region. This is clearly seen in Fig. 3 by comparing thee* and~* 

curves. 

~ 
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The cross sections for single production should be compared to the pair 

production cross section when 2m~< JS . Since excited fermions could have 

large anomalous magnetic moments, we include them by using the effective Lagran

gian (2.7). The FF pair production cross section in the center of mass frame is 

found to be 

(3.6) ~ .. (ee...,.~<ii> = ~r.<~-'fls ( 13
0 

+ :s, <osS-+ ll, c.o• 2 9) 
d cos9 ' 

where (3 = ~-m:/s and 8 is the polar angle between the electron beam direc

tion and F. leaving out the fermion indices, the coefficients Bi are expressed 

in terms of the coupling constants defined in the previous section, as 

*-'~" "* **(l-f 1tS + Bo = r. J)v(S>"D ,(s) <•v•v••tvbv,l [ <A,•><vl<Av,+kv,J-T<AvA~,- :Bv llv, )--, "vKv, ] 
~V' -y 4Nii ' 

(3.7):S 1 = {J l llv<•>J) (Si"'tovb:,+bv•~J [<Av•Kvlll~. + :B (A~,+'<~,)] 
~v' V' v ' 

Jl2= f!J'I; )\<s>Jlv,lsi'\•v•t.•bv~•>lAvA:, +J!v:S:.- 3 • kvk*v•] 
2 V_,V' 't-IIIP 

In Fig. 4 we show the resulting total cross section at JS = 200 GeV for 

K=K' = 0,±0.5 and±1 in the model lagrangian (2.6). Several conments are in 

order: 

i) For s >> m~ the cross section is considerably enhanced by a large magnetic 

moment, as is to be expected from the dimension 5 operator in the effective 

Lagrangian (2.7). In general, however, we should expect all the excited 

fennion couplings (A, Band K') to exhibit form factor damping at high ener

gies. The rising cross section form;<< s observed in Fig. 4 is an artifact 

of our constant anomalous moments and need not be expected for a physical 

excited lepton. 

ii) When k = w 1 "" -1, Av = - 'tfy and By~ 0 follow, and the cross section is pro

portional to ~s instead of the phase space factor which is linear in (J. This 

dramatic suppression of the cross section is clearly seen in the figure. 

Even when the situation is not as unfavorable, opposite signs of~yand Aycan 

lead to a considerable suppression of Ff production near the threshold. 

,,..-
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iii) The angular distributions may also be changed dramatically. Again for~ :~ 1 

"'-1, or Ay+ l'fv= 0 =By, we obtain da"/dcos8~1-cos2 8, i.e. the angular 
distribution can be identical to that for scalar pair production. 

i v) S i nee excited fermi ens shou 1 d coup 1 e vee tori ally to I..J and z bosons (see 

Equ. (2.6)), the coefficient B1 always vanishe~. We do not expect a for
ward-backward charge asymmetry for excited leptons. 

In order to make point iii) more transparent we show the ratio B2/Bo for 
Jl~~* production at JS ~ 200 GeV in Fig. 5. The curves correspond to different 
values of ~=K' in the model Lagrangian (2.6). 

IV. Single Production in ep Collisions 

The e+e- cross section (3.1) can easily be adapted to electron quark scat
tering: we only have to insert the apropriate couplings. For the deep inelastic 
contribution to the process e-p~ FX we thus obtain the integrated cross section 

( 4.1 I 
1 sx-1t1~ 

<nep-'>liX>=f ox j .Ill.' r. 
• • i 
s'llil'l /S O.o 

• 
i<x.)Q.:a.) J.a- te.i.-,.Fi'; a=sx) 

•ct 

in terms of the effective quark distribution q(x,Q~) in the proton and the par
tan cross section !F4] 

A 

( 4. 21 ~(eHF1'l=aot•ll., r. {ro~4-(Q\m~J<>I-,.~J!A.± 'lii~(>~-Q.':.III~JA 5 }llv<t>:D. ,<tf 
JQ4 ~4/\1 ~V' ~ V 

The plus (minus) sign has to be taken for scattering off quarks (antiquarks), 
and the coefficients A+ and As can be expressed as before 

A'+=- < "vt'i at's.'i + bvi''i b:•t'1) <tvR'e. c.~•ffe.-+ c!vReol;ffe. > > ( 4. 3) 

As= ca.V1'1 b;,-1'1 + 0vt'1 o.;,!'i > (cVfie d;Jie + dv~e c.;,flt.) 

for quarks (exchange subscripts q and q' for antiquarks). 
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When folding the parton cross section with the quark distribution functions 
q(x,Q'2.), a low Q

2 cut Q~ -several GeVl. must be applied in order to eliminate 
the phase space region where the parton model is not reliable any more. Q~ 
slightly affects the x integration region via ~win.= m~ + Q~. 

Cutting away the low Q1 region is a good approximation for V~ production, 
where the only contribution comes from t-channel W exchange. For e* production, 
however, a sizable contribution at low ql is to be expected due to t-channel 
photon exchange. Because the parton model is unreliable in this region, we 
should use the experimental information on the electromagnetic structure func
tion F1 (x,Q~) and F

1 
(x,Q2 ) of the proton directly. In terms of these functions 

the differential cross section due to photon exchange (see Fig. 6) reads 

ol:l.tt"" = -rrrJ...~ \C,._ ... el~+ldu•e\1 { 2 F
1

txJQ.1 ) (2M 2-Q.,)(M2.+Q.2 ) 
JwlJQ.i Al. <s-'ln~)2. Q.'~-

(4.41 
+Fi2<xJQ.:a>("'<s-m;>2cf -<M~Q..l.J(lf.s-w'l_a,l.-3'111~+ 41n~Ml. l]} 

W2 +Ci-m; W2+Q.2.-)II~ 

M and mp denote thee* and the proton mass respectively, \·i is the invariant mass 
of the final hadron system, Q2 = -t , and x = Q2/(H'l. + q2..- m~) as usual. 

In order to evaluate the total e~production cross section, we divide 
phase space into three regions, which we treat independently: 

i I 

i i) 

elastic region, i. e. elastic scattering off the proton: 
restriction on Q2.. apart from the kinematical one. 

'l . 'l l. l 2. lowQ reg1on:Q <Q 0 ,W)(mf+mlt). 

iii) deep inelastic region: Q
2 > o!. W2 >(mp + mnt. 

W1 = m;. with no 

Regions i) and iii) are straightforward to handle. The deep inelastic contribu
tion is given in Equ. (4.1). For the quark distribution functions we use the 
set I parametrization of Duke and Owens [9]. The elastic contribution i) as de
picted in Fig. 6a is obtained by inserting the form factors 
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1 

fi,{x,Q.'>jl t' = ~{W1-'11!11 l_e:_(Oo~(Q.1l , 
e. 1\S I C. .2. 

2 Q..,. 2 ] 0.2. -1 
fi2\X,Q'lj , = ~{W1-.,p)Q.1 (~E(Q.')+;,-;:qM(0.') (\+--,) 

elo.s'Ue. """'' 4'1tlp 

(4.5) 

into Equ. (4.4). We use the dipole fit for the electric and magnetic form fac-

tors GE and GM of the proton 

(4.6) !\-E(0.1) ;>;> q- 11 ~Q.'y2.71 :;:, [I+ 0..~0.71'<.V 1 ]-~ 

For evaluating the contributions from the inelastic low Ql region ii) the 

optimal procedure would be to use directly the experimental data including the 

full resonance structure. An approximate calculation is sufficient for our pur

pose, however. We take the semilocal duality fit to the structure functions ob

tained by Brasse et al. [10] who exploited the rescaling variable of Rittenberg 

and Rubinstein [11]. 

In Fig. 7 we show the resulting e* production cross section for Q~ = 5 GeV 1 

[F5] at .rs ~ 314 GeV. Again we choose f//1 ~ f'//1 ~ (I TeVf 1
. The individual 

contributions of the three regions are shown separately in the figure. We find 

that due to t-channel enhancement the elastic cross section is as large as or 

even larger than the deep inelastic contribution, and clearly low Q1 dominates 

e"* production. This means that., even at HERA, the signal for e*production will 

typically be a high pTe¥ pair plus nothing, because with high probability the 

hadrons will be lost in the beam pipe. The absolute size of the signal com

pletely depends on the values off/A and f'/1\. which are realized in nature. We 

emphasize that the value (1 TeV)- 1 , which we use, is highly arbitrary. Present 

experimental bounds on f/A [2,4] allow cross sections to be three to four or

ders of magnitude larger than the curves shown in the figures. Even when relax

; ng to f II\ x f 1 I A-:::: m~~ only, experiments at HERA are ab 1 e to detect excited 

electrons with masses as high as 250 GeV (at a rate of 11 events with an inte

grated luminosity of 100 pb-1 ). 

In Fig. 8 we show the total production cross section of v:as compared to 

e* in ep collisions at JS = 314 GeV. Roughly speaking the vi" production cross 

section is one order of magnitude smaller than the e* production rate for th.e 

range of accessible masses. 
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Finally we remark that the total e* production cross section in Fig. 8 es

sentially is a function of me•/JS only, because the dominant contribution ari

ses from photon exchange at low Q1. The curve can be used for center of mass 

energies different from Jr = 314 GeV by a simple rescaling of the e~mass. We 

have checked that the resulting curve at JS = 2 TeV agrees to the exact calcu

lation within 50 %. The additional contribution at higherJS is due to Z boson 

exchange which becomes more and more important as m1 becomes negligible. 

V. Conclusions 

We have calculated complete differential cross sections for single and 

pair production of excited leptons in e+e- and e-p collisions. Interference be

tween different gauge bosons, between s and t channel exchange, and between 

vector and tensor couplings in the case of pair production has been included. 

Our cross sections are hence reliable for the full range of energies available 

in the near future including the vicinity of the Z-peak. 

The largest signals are expected for single production of an excited elec

tron in e+e- collisions when only the el decay products of the e* are required 

to be seen in the detector. This procedure allows the detection of excited 

electrons with masses almost as large as the center of mass energy of the col

liding beams, even with fairly small magnetic couplings to normal electrons. 

Prospects for ep collisions are not quite as good, but also there ex

cited electrons with masses well above half the center of mass energy of the 

colliding beams can be detected for magnetic couplings of the order of 

(I TeVf 1 . 

Due to these large cross sections we expect that excited electrons will 

probably first be seen in single production. Other excited leptons, if their 

mass is not too close to the compositeness scale, may first be detected in the 

pair production mode in e+e- annihilation. It should be noted, however, that 

the pair production cross section can be quite different from the one of a 

fourth generation lepton if excited leptons possess large anomalous magnetic 

moments. Deviations should be particularly large close to threshold. The uncer

tainties in the couplings of excited leptons therefore forbid definite predic

tions for the production cross sections in the case of pair production, even 
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though the situation is not as uncertain as in single production, where the 
normalization of the cross section is essentially a free parameter. 

Finally we make brief comments on decay modes of excited leptons: In the 
SU(2) x U(l) model introduced in section II we expect all the excited leptons 
to decay into their normal lepton partners and a photon below Wand Z threshold 
except for very particular choices of the coupling constants f and f'. For ex
ample, if f = f' exactly, the excited neutrinos cannot decay via photon emis
sion. Instead they will decay via virtual W or Z emission giving final states 
similar to heavy sequential neutrinos. When excited fermion masses exceed Wand 
Z masses, the branching fractions for various decay modes are determined by the 
couplings f and f' and phase space factors. 

After essentially completing the present work we received a preprint by 
Courau and Kessler [12] where e~production in e+e- annihilation has been stu
died in the equivalent photon approximation. 
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Footnotes 

[F1] For the special case of e* production by photon exchange only, our result 
agrees with the formula given in Ref. [6] except for an overall normali
zation factor of 4. 

rF2] In our numerical calculations we set o(= 1/128, sin'l9w= 0.22. mw= 82 GeV, 
m'l. = 93 GeV and r"z = 3 GeV. 

(F3] This value for f//1. is quite conservative. Present limits from g-2 measure
ments [4] ore'* exchange in e+e-~Yr [2) allow the cross sections to be 
larger by two orders of magnitude or more. 

[F4] Our formula agrees with the one obtained by Altarelli et al. [7] for the 
process eq ....,. e'*'q. e"* production at ep co 11 i ders has a 1 so been s turli ed by 
Bagger and Peskin [8] in the equivalent photon approximation with a point
like proton. which overestimates the elastic contribution at high e~ mas
ses. 

[ F5J For the low Q"" parametrization of Ref. IlO] we choose the one obtained by 
assuming R = 0.18 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 Feynman diagrams for the process ee~ Ff. The excited fermion F is de
noted by thick solid lines. Wavy lines correspond to V = Y, Z, or W. 

Fig. 2 Total production cross section of excited fermions (F = e*,r"k,vt. 
and vr*') via the process ee _,. Ff at JS = 200 GeV. For the magnetic 
transition couplings, we take f/1\ = f'/1\= 1 TeV- 1 

Fig. 3 Same as Fig. 2 at..SS 93 GeV ( = mz) • 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 

Fig. 7 

Fig. 8 

Total pair production cross section of excited charged fermions (e.g., 
jl<) in e+e- annihilation at ..fS = 200 GeV for various values of anoma
lous magnetic moments K andK'. The standard sequential heavy lepton 
production cross section is shown as a dashed line. 

Angular distribution parameter B2/B0 for pair production of excited 
charged leptons in e+e- annihilation at JS = 200 GeV for various val
ues of anomalous magnetic moments. The standard sequential heavy lep
ton case is again shown by a dashed line. 

Schematic view of the excited lepton production process ep ~Fp (a) 
and ep -'t> F +anything (b). Wavy lines denote gauge bosons V =l', Z, 
or W. 

Total e*production cross section versus e*mass in ep collisions at 
.E = 314 GeV with magnetic transition couplings f//\ = f' //\. = 1 TeV-~ 
Elastic (dash-dotted line), inelastic low Q~ (dotted line}, and deep 
inelastic contributions (dashed line) are shown separately. 

Total production cross section for e~ and V~versus their masses in ep 
collision at JS = 314 GeV with magnetic transition couplings 
f/A = f'/A = 1 Tev- 1

. 
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